there exists a proper distribution function K(X) such that K(x), as n-> ro, at every continuity point of K(x), then
shows that if S In tends in probability to a finite limit~as n -> ro n non-negative, random variables.
of Smith for the case when K(x) is degenerate (and a weak law of large numbers holds). In the present paper we shall prove the follovting theorem.
1 Introduction.
the maximum suffix k such that Sk~x. The simplest Elementary Renewal
Theorem states that, when the {X} are identically distributed, t{N(x)/x}-> n l/ex , as x-> eo. Let 'I(x) be an unbounded, non-decreasing function of n of regular variation (Feller, 1966 , p. 269) . A more general theorem of Theorem 1 negative. random variables.
Smith (1964, 1966) 13. We also remark that it will be seen later that I(at3) is necessarily finite when a condition "~(O+) > 0" , to be explained later, is satisfied.
The special case of Theorem 1 'When the (X) are identically distributed, n non-negative random variables is not uninteresting. Feller (1966 p. 424 Theorem 2) provides an appropriate convergence theorem. Unfortunately, as he gives it, it does not give results when his exponent has the value unity.
From the material he provides, however, one can prove quite easily the following.
3 £or non-negative and identically distributed random variables: -From Theorem A and Theorem 1 we then ha.ve the following renewal theorem G(X)
Incidentally, when 0 <13 < 1 (1. e. 13 r1), the condition ( 
Then, denoting Laplace-Stieltjes n 1 u a13 F* (s) ,for s real and positive, we see that (1. 1) implies
We begin by mentioning certain results from "standard" probability from the earlier ones is the evaluation of I(al3) for the stable law G(x). -.
This implies
Because it has been so easy to derive these "classical" results for non-negative random variables, we thought it worthwhile and convenient to do so and at the same time introduce our notations. There is one further result we shall need which does not lie quite so near the surface. It transpires that, if (1.1) holds, K(x) cannot be any distribution function whose transform happens to have the form (2.2.) . In fact K(x) must be of "rkvy class L" which is the case if and only if M(e x ) is a convex function for _00< x < 00 • A minor consequence is that M(x) is continuous in 0 < x < 00 • We refer to Feller (1966) or Gnedenko and Kolmgorov (1954) for a treatment of this convexity property.
One further preliminary needs discussion. A minor irritation in our v~rk is that in various places we would wish a variable to be an integer and it may not be. When we Vlrite S and n is not an integer we shall mean by for the general case by a rather amusing trick. Indeed, we shall only need the -. For integer j, let us write G/x) == P {Sj.:s x } =P {N(X) 2: j}.
Then (2.6) may be rewritten The proof will be complete if we can show that, for any € > 0, we can choose C = C(€) so that Thus we see that our theorem will be proved if vle can show that, for
The proof that, when I(CX~) < 00, (2.7) must be true, is quite involved
which is equivalent to all large x, and is given the following tvlo sections. 
Proof.
Similarly, the monotonicity of M(x) yields If, in J 2
, we set u = x/v vTe find But M(x) is non-increasing, and so
and so, by the convexity of M(e for all a~x~b.
The integral on the right diverges and so we have a contradiction, in view of ., 1/~A (n"<P-1» , .,(P-1)/~A(n).
16
,., ' lo > ex f3, and so
We can cho~se "I < 1 sufficiently close to unity to make Thus HOVTever, for any small
there is a large k such that-~>ex f3. This means that, if we set € = 1~f3
We are now in a position to complete the task of this section. Let n(x) , -. Jd n(u) The inequality on n is equivalent to one of the form n 2: C A(x), for C 
Choose a small~> o. Since t(n)j,,(n) = t(n)jw(n) -> 0, as n ? co , we shall have t (n) <~,,(n)~or all large n. AlSO, since all large n. .e ,,(s*+l)) -x We may assume s*{x) to be large, so that r j >°1 "(j) for all j in the range. Thus
If we use this last inequality in (4.14) we find Br.
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13. ABSTRACT Let {X} be an infinite sequence of independent non-negative random n variables such that, for some regularly varying non-decreasing function A(n),
with exponent 1/f3, 0 < f3 < co, as n -> 00, -------------------."
